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 with ideas, brainstorming ideas, creating mind maps, creating lists, doing research or any kind of organizational work in a team, MindManager is an ideal application for. How to enter the MindJet MindManager 14.com.mx Public mindjet MindManager 14.com.mx com.mx mindjet MindJet Organizer Mindjet. Is your mind exploding with ideas? MindJet Organizer is the answer.. How to enter the
MindJet MindManager 14.com.mx Public mindjet MindManager 14.com.mx com.mx mindjet MindJet Organizer MindJet. Is your mind exploding with ideas? MindJet Organizer is the answer.The present invention relates to a device for anchoring a first member, such as a body, to a second member, such as a stationary frame, and more particularly relates to such a device wherein the first member
has a first circumferential annular groove and the second member has a second circumferential annular groove. The anchoring of a body or a first member to a second member or a stationary frame can be required in various circumstances such as the mounting of tires or other wheels to a vehicle frame and, in particular, the anchoring of body parts to vehicle frames such as for example automobile

frames. The anchoring of parts of the body to the vehicle frame is of particular importance in the case of heavy vehicles and especially heavy-duty vehicles because of the relatively large forces required to be applied during the mounting of the parts of the body to the vehicle frame. Various anchoring devices have heretofore been used in the art such as that illustrated in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,230,503 and
4,403,451. Generally, a torque-producing device is used to clamp the first member against the second member and a locking device is used to lock the first member in position relative to the second member. It has been found, however, that in some instances in the prior art anchoring devices that are quite satisfactory for some purposes may cause certain disadvantages in other circumstances. For
example, there has been some difficulty in applying an adequate force or clamping force to secure the first member to the second member where relatively high dimensional tolerances exist between the first and second members. In an effort to overcome this problem, U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,403,451 and 4,230,503 provide anchoring devices wherein a first circumferential annular groove and a second

circumferential annular groove are 82157476af
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